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Abstract

Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC) mod-
els easily learn spurious correlations from com-
plex contexts such as tabular data. Counter-
factual training—using the factual and coun-
terfactual data by augmentation—has become
a promising solution. However, it is costly to
construct faithful counterfactual examples be-
cause it is tricky to maintain the consistency
and dependency of the tabular data. In this
paper, we take a more efficient fashion to ask
hypothetical questions like “in which year
would the net profit be larger if the revenue
in 2019 were $38,298?”, whose effects on the
answers are equivalent to those expensive coun-
terfactual tables. We propose a hypothetical
training framework that uses paired examples
with different hypothetical questions to super-
vise the direction of model gradient towards
the counterfactual answer change. The superior
generalization results on tabular MRC datasets,
including a newly constructed stress test and
MultiHiertt, validate our effectiveness.

1 Introduction

Machine Reading Comprehension (Dua et al.,
2019; Rajpurkar et al., 2016) trains deep models to
understand the natural language context by answer-
ing questions. However, these deep models easily
learn spurious correlations (a.k.a. shortcuts) (Ko
et al., 2020; McCoy et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020)
between the context and answer, e.g., entries at the
first column have higher chance to be chosen as
answers in complex financial tables. Consequently,
the context understanding is incomplete or even
biased, leading to significant performance drop on
testing examples without such shortcut (e.g., F1-
score drops from 74.9 to 40.0, cf. Table 1) There-
fore, it is crucial to resolve the spurious correlation
issue in the MRC task with tabular context.

Counterfactual training (Abbasnejad et al., 2020;
Teney et al., 2020; Feng et al., 2021; Zhu et al.,

∗∗Corresponding author.

2020) is effective for blocking the spurious corre-
lations in various text understanding and reason-
ing tasks such as visual question answering (Chen
et al., 2020a; Niu et al., 2021) and natural language
inference (Kaushik et al., 2020). Counterfactual
training augments the original factual training ex-
ample with a counterfactual example which min-
imally modifies the original example’s semantic
meaning that changes the label, and encourages
the model to learn the subtle semantic difference
that makes the label change—the true causation
(Figure 1a). The underlying rationale is that if the
model only captures the spurious correlation, it can-
not comprehend the subtle change from factual to
counterfactual, and thus still predicts the original la-
bel. For MRC with tabular context, the annotation
of counterfactual example is extremely expensive
since extra effort is required to maintain the con-
sistency and dependency across table entries when
editing the context. As shown in Figure 7, annota-
tors need to edit 4 extra numbers for an assumption
to change one number. Although ignoring the table
entry dependency may save annotation efforts, the
unfaithful counterfactual tables will hurt the model
robustness (cf. Section 3.3).

In this work, we utilize an economic alterna-
tive: asking hypothetical questions (HQs) (Li et al.,
2022a) by imposing the factual example with a
counterfactual assumption, without the cost of
maintaining the table consistency and dependency.
The construction cost of a hypothetical example is
undoubtedly lower than the counterfactual exam-
ple1. A hypothetical example consists of a hypo-
thetical question and factual context, which has the
equivalent effect on the answer to the correspond-
ing “ideal” counterfactual example. As a concrete
case in Figure 1a, the counterfactual example is
derived from the factual example according to the
assumption “if the revenue in 2019 were $38,298",
which changes the answer to “in which year was

1Please refer to Appendix C for detailed comparison.
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Context
Year 2019 2018

Revenue ($) 34,298 37,566

Cost ($) 4,550 6,240

Net Profit ($) 29,748 31,326

Question Answer Sample Type

In which year was the net profit larger? 2018 Factual example

In which year would the net profit be larger 
if the revenue in 2019 were $30,000 instead? 2018 Hypothetical 

example
In which year would the net profit be larger 
if the revenue in 2019 were $38,298 instead? 2019 Hypothetical 

example

Year 2019 2018
Revenue ($) 38,298 37,566

Cost ($) 4,550 6,240
Net Profit ($) 33,748 31,326

In which year was the net profit larger? 2019 Counterfactual 
example

Editing the tabular context is costly due to
the dependency across table entries .
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Figure 1: (a) Illustration of factual, hypothetical, and counterfactual examples. (b) Illustration of counterfactual
training and the proposed hypothetical training. c∗ denotes the counterfactual context.

the net profit larger" from 2018 to 2019. The an-
swer of the hypothetical question—“in which year
would the net profit be larger if the revenue in 2019
were $38,298?"—is also 2019.

Recall that the key to blocking the spurious cor-
relation lies in encouraging the model to focus on
the effect of semantic intervention on the answer
change. As shown in Figure 1b, in conventional
counterfactual training, given a factual “context,
question, answer” example (c, q,a), we utilize a
counterfactual example to regularize the learning
of the mapping from c, q to a to avoid fitting spuri-
ous correlations (Teney et al., 2020). In the absence
of counterfactual examples, we do the regulariza-
tion in training by considering the alternative target
a∗. We intend to teach the model on the seman-
tic intervention required for the factual example to
change the answer a → a∗. To obtain the informa-
tion of such semantic intervention, we use a pair of
hypothetical examples with different assumptions
and answers (c, q∗,a∗) and (c, q̄,a), where the
difference in HQ assumptions indicates the seman-
tic intervention to change a to a∗ (cf. Figure 1a).
Therefore, our goal becomes how to effectively
convey the information of semantic intervention
from the hypothetical example pair to the factual
example through training.

To incorporate the information of semantic in-
tervention from the hypothetical example pair to
model training, we calculate the model gradient2

w.r.t. the input representation of the factual ex-
ample towards the changed answer a∗. The gra-
dient reflects the model’s understanding on the
translation direction of the input representation to-
wards the changed answer, i.e., the cause of answer
change from a to a∗. Therefore, we can guide the
model’s understanding with the semantic interven-

2The gradient can be seen as representation changes. It is
different from the gradient w.r.t. model parameters.

tion from the hypothetical example pair. We utilize
the representation difference between the two hy-
pothetical examples as the reference of semantic
intervention, and supervise the model to align the
gradient with the representation difference (cf. Fig-
ure 1b). To this end, we propose a Hypothetical
Training Framework (HTF) that incorporates gra-
dient regulation terms according to hypothetical
examples to learn robust MRC models. We ap-
ply the HTF framework on a representative tabular
MRC model TAGOP (Zhu et al., 2021) and con-
duct experiments on tabular MRC datasets TAT-QA
(Zhu et al., 2021) and TAT-HQA (Li et al., 2022a)
with factual examples and hypothetical examples,
respectively. Experimental results validate the su-
perior performance of HTF on a stress test and
the generalization to another tabular MRC dataset
MultiHiertt (Zhao et al., 2022a). Further studies
show that HTF also has better understanding to
various semantic interventions. Code and data will
be made public upon acceptance.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We reveal the spurious correlation issue in MRC
of tabular context and propose to use hypothet-
ical examples to economically block spurious
correlations and learn robust MRC models.

• We propose the hypothetical training framework,
which uses hypothetical example pairs to teach
the MRC model the effect of semantic interven-
tion on the answer.

• We apply HTF to the MRC model and conduct
experiments on factual and hypothetical MRC
datasets, validating the rationality and effective-
ness of HTF in blocking spurious correlations.

2 Method

Machine Reading Comprehension. The MRC
task aims to answer a question based on the context,
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where the context might be hybrid in complex sce-
narios, including paragraphs and tables. Formally,
given a question q, the MRC model is required
to reason over the context c and learn a function
g(c, q) to predict the labeled answer a. Techni-
cally speaking, the function g(·) is optimized by
fitting the correlation from c and q to a. However,
there widely exist spurious correlations (Geirhos
et al., 2020) in the complex context. Learning from
such spurious correlations will ignore the semantic
of c and q that causally decide the answers, leading
to poor generalization ability.

Counterfactual Training. A representative ap-
proach to remove spurious correlations is counter-
factual training (Abbasnejad et al., 2020), which
utilizes counterfactual examples to identify the se-
mantics that causally decide the answers. As shown
in Figure 1a, the counterfactual example changes
the answer of the factual example by minimally
perturbing the context according to an assumption
with semantic intervention, e.g., “if the revenue
in 2019 were $38,298?”, highlighting the causal
relationship between the semantic of the factual
question and context and the answer. By train-
ing over the factual and counterfactual examples,
the MRC model is able to rely on the highlighted
semantic-answer relationship and thus exclude the
spurious correlations (Teney et al., 2020).

Nevertheless, counterfactual examples are costly
to annotate, especially in complex scenarios with
hybrid contexts (e.g., tables and paragraphs). As
shown in Figure 1a, revising the table needs to en-
sure the consistency and dependency across table
entries. The counterfactual table is related to the
assumption “if the revenue in 2019 were $38,298
instead". Without consistency checking, i.e., modi-
fying the net profit of 2019 by “net profit = revenue
- cost”, the unfaithful counterfactual table is likely
to confuse some questions such as the compari-
son of net profit. The requirement for consistency
checking cannot be easily satisfied by automatic
approaches. First, the tables cannot always be pro-
cessed by relational databases since recent MRC
datasets often utilize web-crawled semi-structured
tables without clearly defined relations (Zhu et al.,
2021; Zhao et al., 2022b; Chen et al., 2021). Sec-
ond, some conventional counterfactual generation
methods such as (Yue et al., 2021; Pasupat and
Liang, 2016) also cannot guarantee the fidelity of
counterfactual examples.

Hypothetical Example. To alleviate the burden of

consistency checking, we utilize hypothetical exam-
ples as the alternative of counterfactual examples.
Hypothetical example appends an assumption to
the question of factual example, where the assump-
tion describes the semantic intervention over the
factual context, causing the same answer change
as the counterfactual example. For instance, in Fig-
ure 1a, the assumption “if the revenue in 2019 were
$38,298 instead?” summarizes the changes in the
table of the counterfactual example. Compared to
editing the complex table with dependency require-
ments, it is cost-friendly to construct hypothetical
examples by appending assumptions to the ques-
tions in natural language (refer to Appendix C for
more comparison).

2.1 Hypothetical Training

To remove the spurious correlations, the key lies
in capturing the semantic intervention leading to
answer changes. To this end, HTF calculates the
semantic differences between a pair of hypothetical
examples with distinct answers, and then pushes
the MRC models to learn the effect of such se-
mantic differences on answer change. Specifically,
given a pair of hypothetical examples (c, q̄,a) and
(c, q∗,a∗), we first calculate their representation
differences, and then utilize the differences to reg-
ulate the gradients of factual example towards the
changed answer. Intuitively, the representation dif-
ferences reflect the semantic intervention, and the
gradients indicate how the representation change
can lead to changed answers. The alignment be-
tween representation differences and gradients re-
flects whether the MRC models properly capture
semantic intervention.

Given a pair of hypothetical examples (c, q̄,a)
and (c, q∗,a∗), we pursue the alignment by mini-
mizing a regularization term as follows:

Lf = 1− cos
(
∇⊺fa∗(Xf ),X

∗
h − X̄h

)
, (1)

where X̄h and X∗
h denote the representations of

(c, q̄) and (c, q∗) encoded by the MRC model
via feature extractors (e.g., Pre-trained Language
Model (PrLM) (Liu et al., 2019)). We calculate
X∗

h − X̄h as the semantic differences of the hypo-
thetical example pair, which cause answer chang-
ing from a to a∗. For the normal training of a
factual example (c, q,a), the MRC model encodes
the context-question pair (c, q) into the represen-
tation Xf , and then leverages a function f(Xf )
to predict the answers a. To inspect whether the
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MRC model captures the semantic differences, we
calculate the gradients w.r.t. the factual represen-
tation Xf towards the changed answer a∗, i.e.,
∇⊺fa∗(Xf ). Such gradients represent the trans-
lation direction of the representation Xf that can
change the answer from a to a∗. As such, we
can teach the model to learn the semantic differ-
ences by encouraging these gradients to align with
X∗

h − X̄h, which is achieved by minimizing their
cosine distance.

Similarly, we have the representation X∗
h of the

hypothetical example (c, q∗,a∗). We also regulate
the gradients of the hypothetical example towards
the changed answer a3, i.e., ∇⊺fa(X∗

h), which
describes how X∗

h changes can vary the answer
from a∗ to a. As compared to the gradients of the
factual example, the gradients of this hypothetical
example conversely change the answer from a∗ to
a. Therefore, ∇⊺fa(X∗

h) should be regulated in
the opposite direction of ∇⊺fa∗(Xf ):

Lh = 1− cos
(
∇⊺fa(X

∗
h), X̄h −X∗

h

)
. (2)

2.2 Instantiation
We adopt TAGOP (Zhu et al., 2021) as our back-
bone MRC model in HTF, which is designed to
reason on the tabular and textual context. Powered
by PrLM (Liu et al., 2019), TAGOP first flattens the
tables in c by row, and then transforms the concate-
nated c and q into the representation, denoted as
X ∈ RL×D, where L is the number of the tokens
in c and q, and D is the representation dimension.
Thereafter, TAGOP utilizes sequence tagging to
select the answer span(s) from the context, which
transforms X through a 2-layer Feed-Forward Net-
work (FFN) followed by softmax to predict the
positive or negative label for each token in the con-
text. Formally,
{
pi = softmax (FFN(Xi)) , i = 1, . . . , N

ti = argmax(pi),
(3)

where N is the context length since the answer is
from the the context region of the input. pi ∈ R2

represents the positive and negative probabilities
of the i-th token in the context, and ti ∈ {0, 1}
denotes the final predicted label.

TAGOP adopts an answer-type predictor to de-
cide selecting one or multiple entries and words

3We ignore the regularization over (c, q̄,a) and only reg-
ulate (c, q∗,a∗) because the former has the same context
and answer and analogous reasoning process with the factual
example (c, q,a).

from the context, or counting the number of posi-
tive entries and words (Zhu et al., 2021). The loss
function Lt of TAGOP is the sum of 1) the negative
log-likelihood loss for tagging; and 2) the cross-
entropy loss of the answer-type predictor. In this
work, we additionally consider two regularization
terms for hypothetical training, and the overall loss
function is as follows:

Lt + αLf + βLh, (4)

where α and β control the influence of the two
regularization terms on the optimization.

2.3 Theoretical Justification

In this section, we explain the rationality of regu-
larizing the model gradients by the representation
differences between a pair of hypothetical exam-
ples (c, q̄,a) and (c, q∗,a∗). Given their represen-
tations X̄h and X∗

h, the MRC model adopts the
function f(·) : RL×D → RN to output their log-
its over N context tokens. We then consider the
Taylor Expansion of f(X∗

h) regarding X̄h:





f(X∗
h) = f(X̄h) + J · (X∗

h − X̄h) + o(X∗
h − X̄h),

J =



∇⊺f1(X̄h)

...
∇⊺fN (X̄h)


 ,

(5)

where o(·) denotes the Taylor Remainder and J ∈
RN×M is the Jacobian Matrix. M = L × D is
the dimension of the representation X̄h. The i-th
row in J represents the gradients from the posi-
tive logits of the i-th token fi(X̄h) to the input
representation X̄h. Besides, since the assump-
tions minimally do intervention to the factual ex-
ample, we assume that the representations of X̄h

and X∗
h are close to each other. Therefore, the

representation differences between X∗
h and X̄h are

small, and (X∗
h−X̄h)

K will be close to zero when
K > 1 (Teney et al., 2020). In this light, we ig-
nore higher order terms in o(X∗

h−X̄h) and mainly
focus on the first order term J(X∗

h − X̄h).
To remove spurious correlations, f(·) is ex-

pected to learn the effect of the slight representation
differences on the answer changes. Given different
input representations X∗

h and X̄h, f(·) should be
able to maximize the answer prediction difference,
i.e., , the logit difference f(X∗

h) − f(X̄h) over
the ground-truth tokens in the answer a∗. From
Equation (5), we have

fa∗(X∗
h)− fa∗(X̄h) ≈ ∇⊺fa∗(X̄h) · (X∗

h − X̄h)
(6)
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where fa∗(X∗
h) and fa∗(X̄h) are the predicted log-

its for the tokens in the answer a∗, and ∇⊺fa∗(X̄h)
in J refers to the gradients for a∗. From Equation
(6), we can maximize the logit difference by in-
creasing the dot product ∇⊺fa∗(X̄h) · (X∗

h − X̄h).
However, optimizing via dot product is norm-
sensitive so that the function f(·) is easy to increase
the norm of gradients but ignore the directions. As
such, we choose to minimize the cosine distance
in the implementation. Note that the cosine dis-
tance is calculated after flattening the matrices into
vectors. The empirical results in Section 3.3 also
validate the superiority of using cosine distance.

Based on the above analysis, we explain the ra-
tionality of Equation (1) and Equation (2), respec-
tively. Because the factual example (c, q,a) and
the hypothetical example (c, q̄,a) have the same
answer under the same context and question se-
mantics, ∇⊺fa∗(Xf ) and ∇⊺fa∗(X̄) refer to the
same translation direction of changing the represen-
tations of the same semantics towards the changed
answer a∗, and thus we can again adopt X∗

h − X̄h

to regulate the direction of ∇⊺fa∗(Xf ) as shown
in Equation (1). Besides, we can perform simi-
lar Taylor Expansion for f(X̄h) regarding f(X∗

h),
and constrain the gradients of another hypothetical
example (c, q∗,a∗), i.e., ∇⊺fa(X∗

h) by X̄h −X∗
h

symmetrically, as shown in Equation (2).

3 Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments to answer
the following research questions: RQ1: How does
the proposed HTF perform on removing spurious
correlations? RQ2: How do the regularization
terms of HTF influence its effectiveness? RQ3:
How does HTF improve the MRC model regarding
different spurious correlations?

3.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We conduct experiments on TAT-QA
(Zhu et al., 2021), a MRC dataset in the finan-
cial domain with a hybrid of text and tabular con-
text, and TAT-HQA (Li et al., 2022a), which con-
tains hypothetical questions for TAT-QA. To reduce
the complexity of answer derivation and focus on
studying spurious correlations, we filter out the
questions that explicitly execute numerical oper-
ations, and only keep the types of questions that
extract text spans which still perform numerical rea-

Factual Table
Year 2018 2017
Net Sale in 
America ($) 259,105 274,056

(a) In which year was the net sale in America larger?

Stress Test Table
Year 2018 2017
Net Sale in 
America ($) 259,105 150,000

Answer: 2017 Answer: 2018

Figure 2: An example of the stress test edited from the
factual example. We only show the shortened tables to
highlight their difference.

soning4. Note that TAT-HQA only contains one hy-
pothetical example with a different answer from the
corresponding factual example in TAT-QA. We thus
expand the TAT-HQA dataset by adding another
hypothetical example with the same answer as the
factual example. For evaluation, we first present
the validation result of a mix of TAT-QA and TAT-
HQA. Besides, we create two tests with different
distributions to examine the ability to block spu-
rious correlations. One is a stress test built from
TAT-QA by manually making subtle but critical
edits on the factual example to change its label (an
example in Figure 2). Another test is based on
MultiHiertt (Zhao et al., 2022b), a numerical MRC
dataset with table and textual context, to examine
the generalization ability to other datasets, where a
better generalization performance indicates less re-
liance on spurious correlation. Because MultiHiertt
contains long tables and text context and requires a
retrieval stage, we directly use the top K retrieval
results to construct TAT-QA-like context. We find
that the value of K would affect the performance,
and thus we create three variations with different
values of K and report the averaged results. For
details of dataset construction, please refer to Ap-
pendix A. We adopt the two common metrics for
MRC tasks (Dua et al., 2019), exact-match (EM)
and F1, both in the range of [0, 100].

Compared Methods. We compare HTF with
the following methods. 1) Vanilla baselines: m-
OQ trains the MRC model with the factual exam-
ples in TAT-QA, i.e., the model learns to answer
the original question (OQ); m-OQ&HQ trains the
model with a mixture of OQs in TAT-QA and HQs
in TAT-HQA, which is a simple data augmentation
without consideration of the relation between ques-
tion pairs; and similarly m-OQ&2HQ trains the
model with a mixture of OQs and two kinds of HQs.

4The reason we filter some questions is that these questions
require extra modules for the numerical calculation. As an
initial exploration, we consider the more common extractive
questions to avoid basing our conclusions on specific questions
with additional calculation modules.
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TAT-QA&HQA Stress Test MultiHiertt

EM F1 EM F1 EM F1

m-OQ 62.6 74.9 32.2 40.0 9.7 12.8
m-OQ&HQ 66.5 78.9 35.4 42.0 11.5 13.7
m-OQ&2HQ 67.5 79.1 37.2 43.4 12.8 15.7
CF-VQA 66.4 77.8 36.4 42.9 10.1 13.3
xERM 67.1 78.1 35.8 43.0 11.8 13.6
CLO 67.0 78.1 37.8 43.7 12.5 15.4
GS 66.9 78.0 36.5 43.7 11.6 14.2
BAI 67.8 78.8 36.2 43.5 12.0 14.8
HTF 67.9 79.2 39.7 46.0 15.3 18.5

Table 1: Performance comparison on the validation set
of TAT-QA & HQA, the stress test and MultiHiertt w.r.t.
EM and F1 scores. Bold font and underline denote the
best and second-best performance, respectively.

2) Debiasing methods to mitigate the bias from the
context branch: CF-VQA (Niu et al., 2021) utilizes
a counterfactual inference framework to mitigate
the bias; xERM (Zhu et al., 2022) improves CF-
VQA by adjusting the factual and counterfactual
models with the weights of their empirical risks.
3) Counterfactual training methods: CLO (Liang
et al., 2020) adopts a contrastive learning objective
to supervise the relationship between the factual
and two hypothetical examples; GS (Teney et al.,
2020) applies gradient supervision between factual
and hypothetical example pairs to shape the deci-
sion boundary. 4) Interventional training method:
BAI (Yu et al., 2022) performs interventions to
discover unknown and complex confounders and
adopt invariant learning objectives to avoid con-
founders. For all compared methods, we adopt
TAGOP (Zhu et al., 2021) as the backend model,
which is a representative MRC model on tabular
context; and we select hyperparameters according
to the EM score on the validation set. More imple-
mentation details can be found in Appendix B.

3.2 Performance Comparison (RQ1)

Table 1 shows the performance of all compared
methods. We can observe that: 1) In all cases, the
performance on TAT-QA & HQA is much higher
than that on the stress test and MultiHiertt, showing
that it is challenging to generalize to the stress test
and other datasets. 2) The proposed HTF outper-
forms all compared methods on the stress test and
MultiHierrt indicating its least reliance on spuri-
ous correlations, while maintaining comparably top
performance on TAT-QA & HQA. Especially, the
superior performance of HTF than m-OQ&2HQ
validates the rationality of considering the relation-
ships between factual and hypothetical examples

Stress Test MultiHiertt

EM F1 EM F1

w/o Lf 39.0 45.5 12.5 16.1
w/o Lh 38.3 44.9 13.7 16.6
Ldot
f & Ldot

h 37.7 43.6 12.3 15.0
LGS
f & LGS

h 39.2 45.7 13.2 16.2
Lq∗
f & Lq∗

h 38.2 44.7 13.5 16.6
HTF 39.7 46.0 15.3 18.5

Table 2: Results of the HTF variants.

via hypothetical training. 3) Comparing the top
three vanilla baselines, we observe that adding two
kinds of hypothetical examples can clearly bring
performance gain over all tests, verifying the ratio-
nality of using hypothetical examples to mitigate
spurious correlations. 4) Debiasing methods cannot
achieve more performance gains than m-OQ&2HQ,
no matter whether the bias is from the context
branch (CF-VQA, xERM) or discovered by inter-
ventions (BAI). 5) Counterfactual training methods
(CLO, GS) also underperform HTF, showing the
effectiveness of HTF in leveraging the relationship
between factual and hypothetical examples.

3.3 Ablation Studies (RQ2)

Ablation Study of HTF Regularization. We re-
veal the contribution of each gradient regularization
term Lf and Lh by the ablation experiments w/o
Lf and w/o Lh. As shown in Table 2, we observe
that the performance decreases on the two tests if
we remove either Lf or Lh. This validates that
both gradient regularization terms are critical to
remove spurious correlations and enhance the gen-
eralization performance.

Rationality of Cosine Regularization. As il-
lustrated in Section 2.3, we compare the regular-
ization terms implemented by dot product or co-
sine distance. From the results in Table 2, we find
that the dot product Ldot

f & Ldot
h largely underper-

forms HTF with cosine regularization. We attribute
the significant difference to that the dot product
is norm-sensitive, for which the gradient norm is
easily increased while the direction is undermined.

Validation of Calculating the Gradient to-
wards the Changed Label. In our justification,
we reach a different conclusion from GS (Teney
et al., 2020) that the gradient loss should be cal-
culated towards the changed label instead of the
factual label. We run a variant of HTF by calculat-
ing the gradient towards the factual label instead of
the changed label to examine our justification, de-
noted as LGS

f & LGS
h . In Table 2, we can find that
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Figure 3: Example of the unfaithful counterfactual table.

EM F1
Compare-Summation Questions
20.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

Pe
rf

or
m

an
ce

32.5

38.5

24.8

31.1

m-OQ
w/ unfaithful table

EM F1
Other Questions

20.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

32.2

40.2

28.9

37.3

m-OQ
w/ unfaithful table

Figure 4: Performance comparison on the stress test by
adding unfaithful counterfactual tables.

the variant performs worse than HTF, thus empiri-
cally validating the superiority of our justification.
Moreover, we replace the factual example with the
hypothetical example of the same answer in calcu-
lating the gradient in Lf , denoted as Lq∗

f & Lq∗
h ,

which clearly has inferior results than HTF but still
outperforms the baselines in Table 1.

Effect of unfaithful counterfactual tables. To
validate our claim that counterfactual tables with-
out consistency checking potentially hinder the an-
swer prediction, we conduct the experiments with
unfaithful counterfactual tables. We create unfaith-
ful counterfactual tables by revising the factual
tables while ignoring the dependency between ta-
ble entries. For example, in Figure 3, the coun-
terfactual table is edited from the factual table un-
der the assumption “if the cost for 2018 increased
to $16,240 instead”. Due to “revenue=cost+net
profit”, only editing the cost will cause inconsis-
tency between the table entries, leading to unfaith-
ful counterfactual tables. If such unfaithful exam-
ples in Figure 3 are used for training with factual
examples, the MRC model will wrongly attribute
the answer change to the changed cost value, caus-
ing confusion in training and hurting the perfor-
mance. To validate that, we annotate 220 unfaithful
counterfactual examples, then train a variant of m-
OQ by adding the unfaithful counterfactual tables
into the training data, and test it on the stress test.
From the results in Figure 4, we discover that for
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Figure 5: Performance on the stress test with changed
number scale. w/o, small and large refers to no scaling,
slight scaling and large scaling, respectively.

both the summation comparison questions (about
10%) and the other questions, the performance has
a clear drop, showing that the noisy unfaithful coun-
terfactual tables may confuse the model and it is
necessary to guarantee the table consistency.

3.4 In-depth Analysis (RQ3)
We study the generalization ability of HTF to new
semantic interventions on the table. We look into
how HTF generalizes to new tables with numbers
of unusual scale. We identify a type of questions
from the stress test asking about numerical con-
ditions, e.g., “which values is larger (or smaller)
than a threshold A?”, and generate new test cases
by scaling the target numbers that are larger (or
smaller) than A in the table. We increase the target
number by five or six times if it is larger than A and
otherwise decrease it by five or six times, denoted
as slightly-scaled examples. We also try with 10
and 12 times, denoted as largely-scaled examples5.
We test HTF, CLO, m-OQ and m-OQ&2HQ on the
scaled examples. As shown in Figure 5, we find
that all methods are affected by the scaling oper-
ation because they do not fully understand actual
reasoning logic and rely on some spurious corre-
lations. Among the methods, HTF encounters the
smallest performance drop between the original ex-
amples and the scaled examples for both settings,
showing that HTF achieves the best understand-
ing on the reasoning logic of numerical condition
questions by hypothetical training.

We then study the spurious correlations regard-
ing the frequent answers in the dataset. We con-
jecture that the MRC model might be inclined to
predict 2019, 2018 and 2017 for questions ask-
ing about “which year" in TAT-QA as they are the
most frequently appeared answers. We perform
interventions from two aspects for these questions

5Note that the edited examples maintain the same answers
as the original examples.
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Figure 6: Study on the spurious correlation of “which
year" questions and the top year answers. “w/o" denotes
no operation on the table.

with frequent answers. Firstly, we break the word
correlation between the questions and the frequent
answers by replacing 2019, 2018, and 2017 in the
contexts with their corresponding English words
(e.g., two thousand and nineteen), where the MRC
model is expected to identify the span of the cor-
rect English words. This intervention is denoted
as replace. Besides, we try changing the year or-
der by replacing 2019, 2018, and 2017 with the
English word of 2017, 2019, and 2018, respec-
tively (denoted as replace&shuffle) to examine the
bias toward predicting the earliest or the latest year.
As shown in Figure 6, we can observe that the
replacement with English words decreases the per-
formance for all compared methods, and shuffling
the year order can further damage the performance,
revealing the existence of the two spurious correla-
tions. Nevertheless, HTF has the smallest drop and
thus captures the fewest spurious correlations.

4 Related Work

Counterfactual Training. Stemming from the
causal theory (Pearl et al., 2000), counterfactual
training has become a popular approach recently
to avoid learning spurious correlation by doing in-
terventions on the observed data. Counterfactual
examples have been applied to a wide range of
task such as natural language inference (Kaushik
et al., 2020), named entity recognition (Zeng et al.,
2020), visual question answering (Chen et al.,
2020a; Gokhale et al., 2020; Teney et al., 2020;
Liang et al., 2020), Story Generation (Qin et al.,
2019), MRC (Gardner et al., 2020), text classi-
fication (Choi et al., 2022), language representa-
tion (Feder et al., 2021) and information extraction
(Nan et al., 2021). Researchers also apply the idea
of counterfactual into designing training or infer-
ence frameworks (Niu et al., 2021; Niu and Zhang,
2021; Chen et al., 2020a; Wang et al., 2021b; Feng
et al., 2021; Abbasnejad et al., 2020; Paranjape

et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022).
Apart from obtaining counterfactual examples via
human-annotation, researcher also study automat-
ically generating counterfactual examples (Paran-
jape et al., 2022; Geva et al., 2022; Ye et al., 2021;
Longpre et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021; Sauer and
Geiger, 2021). In tabular MRC task, automatically
creating counterfactual examples is infeasible and
sufficient human knowledge is still essential. We
are inspired by the hypothetical questions proposed
in (Li et al., 2022a) which we think can be an eco-
nomic alternative for counterfactual tables, and we
are the first to study removing spurious correlations
with hypothetical examples.

Spurious Correlation. The problem of spurious
correlation has been studied by a wide range of
machine learning tasks, such as the unimodal bias
in VQA (Cadene et al., 2019), the position bias of
MRC (Ko et al., 2020), the hypothesis-only bias of
NLI (Poliak et al., 2018), the word alignment of
passage and options in QA (Yu et al., 2020), the
simplicity bias (Teney et al., 2022), all of which
hinder the generalization ability of deep models to
out-of-distribution test sets (e.g., (Agrawal et al.,
2018; Kaushik et al., 2020)). Solutions have been
propose to solve the spurious correlation problems
apart from the counterfactual training approaches
mentioned above, such as capturing and then miti-
gating the bias (He et al., 2019; Cadene et al., 2019;
Ghaddar et al., 2021; Mahabadi et al., 2020), train-
ing multiple models (Teney et al., 2022; Clark et al.,
2019; Pagliardini et al., 2022), invariant learning
(Arjovsky et al., 2019; Li et al., 2022b), instance
mixup (Hwang et al., 2022), and using causal infer-
ence techniques (Wang et al., 2021c,a).

Tabular MRC. Enabling machines to under-
stand and reason over complex contexts such as
tables has become a popular research goal in recent
years, due to the overwhelming tabular data in the
real work. Many tabular QA datasets are proposed,
such as WikiTQ (Pasupat and Liang, 2015), SQA
(Iyyer et al., 2017), Spider (Yu et al., 2018). Many
tabular MRC datasets require numerical reasoning
ability, such as FinQA (Chen et al., 2021), TAT-QA
(Zhu et al., 2021), HybridQA (Chen et al., 2020b),
MultiHierrt (Zhao et al., 2022b). The solutions of-
ten include numerical calculation steps (Chen et al.,
2021; Zhu et al., 2021) and table understanding
techniques (Herzig et al., 2020). In this work, we
adopt the standard method of TAGOP on TAT-QA.
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5 Conclusion

In this work, we investigated the spurious correla-
tions in MRC with tabular context. We proposed
to use hypothetical examples for hypothetical train-
ing, which teaches the MRC model the effect of the
semantic intervention on causing answer changes.
By learning such effect, MRC models could effec-
tively remove the spurious correlations and achieve
superior generalization performance on a stress
test and another tabular MRC dataset. This work
leaves many promising directions for future ex-
ploration: 1) adopting HTF to other language un-
derstanding and reasoning tasks that are costly to
construct counterfactual examples; 2) expanding
HTF to model the semantic relationships between
multiple hypothetical examples; and 3) applying
hypothetical training to various domains apart from
the financial domain.

Limitations

Although HTF has achieved promising perfor-
mance on removing spurious correlations, we iden-
tify the following limitations. Firstly, although
HTF encounters the smallest performance decrease
among compared methods under multiple semantic
interventions, the interventions still cause a per-
formance drop. Therefore, more approaches can
be explored to further improve the generalization
ability of HTF, such as increasing the scale of the
backbone model or applying more informative hy-
pothetical examples. Secondly, the experiments
are only conducted in the financial domain due to
limited datasets with sufficient annotation of hy-
pothetical examples. Since hypothetical examples
are more economic to obtain than counterfactual
examples, we believe that more datasets with hy-
pothetical examples will be proposed in the future
and thus HTF can be applied in more domains.
Thirdly, we are unable to compare the effective-
ness of hypothetical and counterfactual examples
because TAT-QA does not contain both types, and
constructing all counterfactual examples is imprac-
tical for us due to cost constraints. Note that we
do not conclude any effectiveness relationship be-
tween hypothetical and counterfactual examples in
the paper.
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A Dataset Detail

A.1 Dataset Statistics
About the filtering of TAT-QA and TAT-HQA, we
discard the “arithmetic" type of questions and keep
the “counting", “span" and “multi-span" questions.
After filtering, we maintain 8772 TAT-QA and TAT-
HQA questions for the training split, and 1055 for
the validation split which all compared methods
are evaluated on. The reason for the filtering is
that the filtered factual examples do not have the
corresponding hypothetical examples with changed
labels, and thus cannot be applied to hypothetical
training for removing spurious correlation.

For MultiHiertt, we utilize the validation set and
we run the released code6 to generate the retrieval
results. We try three setting to create TAT-QA-
like data with the top K1 table retrieval results and
top K2 text retrieval results, K1 = 5,K2 = 5,
K1 = 5,K2 = 10, and K1 = 6,K2 = 10. Simi-
larly, we keep only the questions that extract text
spans from the context, and we remove the ques-
tions that do not contain the answers in the TAT-QA
like contexts. In total we obtain 418 questions. The
detailed results for the compared methods on differ-
ent MultiHiertt variations can be found in Table 3,
where HTF outperforms compared methods on all
settings.

For the test sets used in in Section 3.4, we use
606 questions from the stress test for number scal-
ing, and each scaling test set contain 1212 ques-
tions. We use 179 “which year" questions from
the validation set of TAT-QA to intervene on the
frequent answers.

A.2 The Creation of Stress Test Set
To evaluate the dependency on spurious correlation
of tabular MRC models, we create a stress test
set by editing the factual tables in TAT-QA. Note
that we define the stress test data as examples that
change the semantic of the factual context and lead
to changed answers, which is different from the

6https://github.com/psunlpgroup/MultiHiertt.
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m-OQ m-OQ&HQ m-OQ&2HQ CF-VQA xERM CLO GS BAI HTF

EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1

EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1
K1 = 5,K2 = 5 10.0 13.0 10.0 12.2 13.6 16.9 11.4 14.2 12.1 14.1 11.4 14.5 13.6 15.6 12.1 15.3 15.7 19.3
K1 = 5,K2 = 10 8.5 11.7 10.6 13.1 12.1 14.8 9.2 12.5 9.9 11.9 11.3 14.0 11.3 14.1 11.3 14.2 14.9 18.4
K1 = 6,K2 = 10 10.5 13.7 14.0 15.7 12.6 15.4 9.8 13.2 13.3 14.8 14.7 17.6 9.8 12.9 12.6 14.8 15.4 17.9

Table 3: Results of different settings of MultiHiertt.

definition of previous works (Veitch et al., 2021).
We believe the stress test set can be used to test the
model’s genuine understanding of the question and
the context, which cannot be accomplished if the
model learns shortcuts.

We edit the table of a factual example according
to the assumption of the corresponding hypotheti-
cal question. First, we extract the new number in
the assumption to put in the table by identifying
numbers from text strings, e.g., extracting 38,298
from if the revenue in 2019 were $38,298. Next, we
locate the position in the table, e.g., locating the ta-
ble cell representing“revenue in 2019". Finally, the
stress test data is created by putting the new num-
ber into the location identified in the table, which
has the same answer as the hypothetical example.
In total we obtain 921 stress test examples.

We conduct a human evaluation to verify the
quality of the stress test. We sample 70 instances
randomly from the stress test, and recruit two col-
lege students to examine the fidelity of instances
based on three questions: (1) whether the table fol-
lows the table-entry consistency (1 if agreed else
0); (2) whether the answer can be correctly derived
from the context (1 if agreed else 0); and (3) the
complexity of answering the first two questions (0:
easy;1:medium;2:hard). The average scores for (1)
and (2) are 0.91 and 0.97, showing that the annota-
tors agree that most of the tables are consistent and
most of the answers can be correctly deducted. The
standard deviation for the complexity score is 0.59
and 0.63 respectively, showing that the stress test
has diverse question difficulty. The Cohen’s Kappa
between the two annotators is 0.32, showing fair
agreement between them.

A.3 The Expansion of Hypothetical Examples
with the Same Answer as the Factual
Example

In most cases, the assumption in the hypotheti-
cal question intervenes on an entity in the table,
denoted as E, by assigning a new value N to it,
e.g., if the revenue in 2019 were $38,298 assigns
N = $38,298 to the table cell E = the revenue in

2019. Usually, E is correlated with the answer
change between the hypothetical and factual ex-
amples, e.g., E replaces the factual answer or E is
removed from the factual answer. Therefore, by
simply manipulating the value N in the hypothet-
ical assumption, we can nullify the effect of the
hypothetical assumption on E and keep the factual
answer unchanged. We identify the questions that
involves numerical comparison via the following
keywords: larger, higher, highest, largest, exceed,
less than, and extract the entity E and the value N
from the assumption. We pair up the hypotheti-
cal examples with the factual examples, compare
their answers and change the N in the hypothetical
assumption via some simple rules. For example,
the factual question asks about which entity has
a higher value, and E within the hypothetical as-
sumption is the answer of the hypothetical question
which replaces the factual answer. We can largely
decrease the value of N to create a hypothetical ex-
ample with the factual answer. We randomly select
the scale to decrease N from 5 to 10 times to make
sure that the decrease of N can obtain the factual
answer. On the contrary, if E is within the factual
answer, we can process conversely by increasing
N 5 to 10 times. In total, we create 709 additional
hypothetical examples for training (in total 9481
training instances). We do not create additional hy-
pothetical examples for validation data, and use the
released TAT-QA and TAT-HQA validation data.

B Implementation Details of Compared
Methods

We implement the methods based on the released
code of TAGOP7. All methods are run on one 24GB
RTX3090, with Pytorch=1.7 CUDA=11.0. We tune
the batch size in [4, 8, 16], and the maximum train-
ing epoch in [60, 80, 100], and the loss weights
in [0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1] for all compared meth-
ods, and select the checkpoint with best validation
EM. The other parameter setting follows the re-
leased TAGOP as we discover that changing them

7https://github.com/NExTplusplus/TAT-QA.
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is unlikely to make further improvement.
We apply a two-staged training for HTF by first

training on all factual and hypothetical examples
with TAGOP loss Lt, and then fine-tuning on the
triplets of a factual and two hypothetical examples
with additional regularization terms Lf and Lh.
The reason for two-staged training is that the gradi-
ents at the initial training stage cannot stably reflect
the model’s perception of how the representations
change causing the answer change, thus we apply
the gradient regularization terms in the fine-tuning
stage. We set α and β as 0.01, the batch size as 16,
learning rate as 1e-4 for first-stage training and 1e-
5 for second-stage fine-tuning. We train 80 epoch
for the first stage and 60 epoch for the second stage.
For the fine-tuning, we wait for 10 epochs before
the validation begin. The total number of GPU
hours is approximately 15.

• CF-VQA: apart from the original question and
context input, we adopt an additional context-
only branch to capture the language bias by
masking the question and keeping only the
context as input. We use the RuBi function
as the fusion strategy to fuse the original rep-
resentation and the context-only representa-
tion. During inference, the learned context-
only bias is subtracted from the total effect.
We set the KL weight as 0.01.

• xERM: it is an extension of the above CF-
VQA by applying learned weights for the two
branches. The weights are transformed from
the empirical risks of the two branches, which
is used for fusing the two representations be-
fore prediction.

• CLO: we apply contrastive loss between the
factual example and two hypothetical exam-
ples with different answers to encode their se-
mantic similarity. The contrastive loss draws
close of the factual example and the hypo-
thetical example with the same answer, and
differentiate the hypothetical examples with
different answers. Formally, the contrastive
loss is defined as

Lclo =
edist(Xf ,X

∗
h)

edist(Xf ,X
∗
h) + edist(X

∗
h,X̄h)

(7)

where dist denotes cosine similarity after do-
ing max pooling on the representations. The
contrastive loss is added to the total MRC
learning objective and weighted as 0.1.

• GS: we calculate the gradient loss via a pair
of factual and hypothetical examples with dif-
ferent answers and add the gradient loss to
the total MRC learning objective. We set the
weight for the gradient loss as 0.01.

• BAI: For the automatic stratification stage, we
use m-OQ&2HQ as the reference model and
train 40 epoch with learning rate 1e-2. We set
the number of fine-grained partition as 5 and
coarse-grained partition as 2. For the bottom-
up intervention stage, we train 80 epochs.

Factual Table

Year 2019 2018
from 

2018 to 
2019 (%)

2017
from 

2017 to 
2018 (%) 

Average 
of 3 

years

Revenue ($) 34,298 37,566 -8.7 32,553 15.4 34805.7

Cost ($) 4,550 6,240 -27.9 5,256 18.7 5348.7

Net Profit ($) 29,748 31,326 -5.1 27,297 14.8 29,457

In which year would the net profit  be larger 
if the amount in 2017 were $38,553 instead?

Question: In which year was the net profit larger? 
Answer: 2018

Change the revenue of 
2017 to 38,553 to change 

the answer to 2017 

Counterfactual Table

Year 2019 2018 from 2018 
to 2019 (%) 2017 from 2017 

to 2018 (%) 
Average of 

3 years

Revenue ($) 34,298 37,566 -8.7 38,553 15.4 36805.7

Cost ($) 4,550 6,240 -27.9 5,256 18.7 5348.7

Net Profit ($) 29,748 31,326 -5.1 33,297 -5.9 31,457

Creating Faithful Counterfactual Table

Writing HQ

(1)

(2) (3) (4)

(5)

Question: In which year was the net profit larger? 
Answer: 2017

Answer: 2017

Figure 7: An example of annotation cost comparison
for hypothetical example and faithful counterfactual
table. For the assumption to change the revenue of
2017 to $ 38533, creating the faithful counterfactual
table requires calculating and editing at least 5 numbers,
while creating the hypothetical question is much easier
by merely writing the assumption in natural language
and appending it to the question.

C Annotation Effort Comparison of
Hypothetical Questions and Faithful
Counterfactual Tables

We give an example to illustrate the difference in
annotation effort between creating faithful counter-
factual tables and hypothetical questions as shown
in Figure 7. After reading the factual example and
deciding the intervention of changing the revenue
in 2017 to $ 38533, the cost for creating hypothet-
ical question is simply writing the assumption in
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Factual Table

Year 2018 2017

Net Sale in 
America ($)

259,105
224,05
6

(a) In which years did the net sales 
from America exceed $200,000?

Stress Test Table

Year 2018 2017

Net Sale in 
America ($)

259,105 150,000

Gold Answer: 2018, 2017
Predicted Answer: 2018, 2017
Prediction Score: 
2018: 99.94, 2017: 99.90

Gold Answer: 2018
Predicted Answer: 2018
Prediction Score: 
2018: 99.93, 2017: 3.81

(b) In which year was the Deferred tax asset larger?

Gold Answer: 2019
Predicted Answer: 2019
Prediction Score : 
2019: 99.90

Gold Answer: 2018
Predicted Answer: 2019
Prediction Score: 
2019: 99.92, 2018: 0.00

Factual Table

Year 2019 2018

Deferred 
tax asset

1.2 0.8

Stress Test Table

Year 2019 2018

Deferred 
tax asset

0.2 0.8

Figure 8: Case study of HTF’s predictions. The tables are shortened to save space.

natural language and appending it to the question.
However, to create faithful counterfactual table, at
least 5 numbers need to be calculated and edited
as highlighted in the counterfactual table which
is time consuming. As the table gets larger and
more complex, the annotation cost keeps increas-
ing. This example illustrates that the effort for
creating faithful counterfactual table is likely to
be much larger than writing hypothetical question,
thus hypothetical question is an economical choice.

For the cost comparison, we conduct a human
study with 4 college students to annotate 144 hypo-
thetical and counterfactual examples on randomly
sampled TAT-QA tables. We find that that the con-
struction time for a hypothetical example is on av-
erage 45.6% of that for a counterfactual example,
and the number of modifications required is 40.6%
of that for a counterfactual example. Even for a
pair of hypothetical examples, the construction cost
is still lower than that of a counterfactual example,
91.2% in time and 81.2% in the number of modi-
fications. These results suggest that hypothetical
examples are a more cost-effective approach.

D A Simple Low-Cost Comparison on the
Effectiveness of Hypothetical and
Counterfactual Examples

Since the full comparison on the effectiveness of
counterfactual and hypothetical examples is not
available for us as explained in Section 5, we pro-
vide a simple low-cost comparison here. We hand-
annotate 16 shots of counterfactual examples and
fine-tune m-OQ with CLO. We compare HTF with
the same setting over the corresponding 16 hypo-
thetical example pairs. The results show that HTF
performs slightly worse than CLO in terms of EM
and F1 scores (33.9 and 41.3 for HTF vs. 34.6 and
42.0 for CLO, respectively).Given the lower con-
struction cost, we believe hypothetical examples
are a promising option.

E Case study.

We present two examples to demonstrate the effect
of HTF on model prediction in Figure 8. In exam-
ple (a), HTF gives correct predictions to both the
factual and the stress test examples. This indicates
that HTF recognizes the semantic change, i.e., the
lowered net sale value in 2017, and in turn largely
reduces the model prediction score w.r.t. 2017. It
maintains high prediction scores for the remain-
ing answer and precisely reduces the score for the
changed answer, showing the capability of HTF
in linking the semantic intervention to the answer
change. We also present a failure case in example
(b), where HTF gives correct prediction to the fac-
tual example, but fails on the stress test example
due to failure to link the feature change i.e., the
decreased value in 2019, with the answer change.
Since the stress test example only has a very tiny
change of one digit (1.2 → 0.2), it poses a larger
challenge to the sensitivity of HTF.
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